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Product Code

F05232

KEYSINGLE PLUS4 REMOTE
CONTROL

Reference

5232

EAN

8424299052328

Description.

Description

This device allows the opening of doors and barriers, remotely from people or vehicles through an RF radio transmitter. With a
single issuer you can manage all the doors you want, both in stores, garages, single-family homes and in neighboring communities.
The RF transmitter has the encryption system and changing code that gives us maximum security per user and reaches a distance
of up to 100 meters. In addition, it has the exclusive APS system that allows an activation of the automation from a greater
distance, since, when activating the transmitter, it is emitting for 15sg until the receiver receives it. The transmitter can be activated
even if it is out of coverage and it will repeatedly transmit the signal while the user approaches his garage door and until the
moment of opening the door.
868Mhz radio frequency transmitter programmable with security code to carry the identifier next to the traditional keys. Each device
has the identifier marked to register it in the system (with unique identifiers).
It has 4 buttons to activate the door opening, from one to four doors or activate from one to four remote devices.
Indicative LED for pulsation and verification of internal battery operation.
Each issuer has the identification code marked on the remote.
It is necessary to register the command code in the receiver.
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Technical Details

Approximate battery life of 2
years.

Details.

Product measurements (height x

width x depth) mm

68(V)x35(H)x14(P)

Weight (kg)

0.0438

Packaging measurements

(height x width x depth) cm

6,9x4,6x1,5

Video Door Entry system

Technologie

NO PE/VP

Access Control Technology

RF

Accessories

F05249

RF 868MHZ SYSTEM KIT FOR SHOPS
F05250

RF BASIC-2B RECEIVER 12-24V
F05291

RF BASIC-MINI RECEIVER 12-24V F05258

RF-PROX PROGRAMMING KIT
USERPLUS

F05266

RF-WIEGAND RECEIVER 12 VDC


